
Computer Coding of Origins and Destinations 
HUBERT P. NUCCI, Urban Planning Division, U.S. Bureau of Public Roads 

•THE purpose of this paper is to describe methods and procedures developed to code 
origins and destinations of trips by use of electronic computers. The use of computers 
rather than manual methods makes it feasible to code to a block level instead of the 
usual practice of coding to a survey zone. Coding to a block retains the original iden
tity of the trip end in great detail, which allows almost unlimited flexibility in aggregat
ing into any desired geographical area. The use of computing equipment was needed to 
speed up the process, reduce the overall cost, and maintain a high level of control. 

The development of these procedures was prompted by the increased number of study 
areas, the ever-increasing amount of detail desired, the propensity toward human error 
in performing routine tasks, and the advantages inherent in the standardization of pro
cedures. The Cleveland Seven County Transportation/Land Use study conducted an 
0-D survey in 1963 and collected a 25 percent sample. The manual effort involved in 
coding the large amount of collected data was sufficient to justify a considerable effort 
in computer programming. These data were punched onto 2. 05 million cards, recorded 
onto reels of magnetic tape, edited for obvious errors, and corrected. These reels of 
magnetic tape were then sent to the Bureau of Public Roads for processing. 

In the manual procedure, trip ends are visually referred to a zoned map or a coding 
index, and, when found, the corresponding zone number is manually recorded on the 
interview form. 

Since an electronic computer has the ability to make comparisons between two items 
and determine if they are equal or unequal, then it is possible to insert a facsimile of 
a coding index into the computer and let it compare the location of trip ends to entries 
in the coding index, and if an equal condition occurs, let the computer enter a recode 
to the trip end. If this is possible, why not also retain a finer degree of identification 
by coding to an individual block instead of coding a trip end to a zone which has the 
effect of summarizing it in a zone with many other nearby trip ends? Also, if a coding 
index will have a location recode associated with it, why not also include a land-use 
recode? Since all of these are feasible, then why not let the computer search the trip 
ends instead of the staff? At least the computer is fast, exact, and consistent-not sub
ject to boredom or daydreaming, and does not transpose digits. Taking advantage of 
the high speed of the computer, all trip ends could be compared to the coding index in 
a relatively short period of time and only the rejects forwarded to the editing staff for 
resolution. In this manner, by permitting the computer and the staff to concentrate in 
the area where each is most adept, an efficient, harmonious operation would result. 
The attributes of the computer are speed, accuracy, high volume, and repetition. These 
same attributes comprise the area where the staff is inefficient. 

The. disadvantage of the computer is that it lacks imagination and intuition. It cannot 
recognize items for speculation. This is the area where the staff excels. A human 
being can instantaneously recognize MTVIEW as Mountain View or Mount View instead 
of a misspelled name. Also NORTON RD would be detected by a human as being cor
rect and not a contraction of North Orton Rd. The state of the art has not progressed 
to the point where we understand how a human can distinguish variations of spellings, 
immediately discarding certain combinations and recognizing others, or determining a 
misspelled name. 

When the street name directory was first printed and visually inspected for align
ment, ease of use, titles, format, and clarity, one entry stood out as an obvious error-
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lM 5 3E86TH ST CEDAR AV CLE 229 53 3 2 D 1 D 47 
2H 5 3 S41 l 8600 CEDAR AV 
3H 5 3 S6F 2 8608 CEDAR AV 
4M 5 3 S6A 2 8610 tEQAR AV 
5H 5 3 S4C 2 8610 CEDAR AV 
6H 5 3 S4N 2 8614 CEDAR AV 
7H 5 3 S41 2 8620 CEDAR AV 
QH 2 ~ lllZSl E 2 11622 l:EoAB AY 
9H 5 3 S4B 2 8624 CEDAR AV 

lllM 5 3 S4D 2 8626 CEDAR AY 
llH 5 3 WlA 2 2160 E87TH ST 
12H 5 3 103W1C 2 2164 E87TH ST 
13H 5 3 WlA 2 2168 E87TH ST 
14H 5 3 104WlC 2 2114 E87TH ST 
15H 5 3 WlA 2 2178 EB7TH ST 
l6M 5 3 105WlE 2 2182 E87TH ST 
l 7M 5 3 106WlC 2 2184 E87TH ST 
l8H 5 3 WlA 2 2188 E87TH SJ 

) ) 
45H 5 3 121WlC zv 2324 E87TH ST 
46M 5 3 lZ2WlC 2 2328 EB7IH SI 
47H 5 3 123W1C 2 2334 E87TH SJ 
lt8M 5 3 J°24WlC 2 2342 f87TH ST 
49M 5 3 125WlA 2 2350 E87TH ST 
50H 5 ) 126WLC 2 2360 E87TH ST 
51H 5 3 127WlH 3 2368 E87TH ST i 52H 5 3 128WlH 3 2368 E87IH ST 
53H 5 3 l29WlH 3 2370 E87TH ST f -St,M 5 3 NlG 2 8627 QUINCY AV 
SSH s 3 N4C 2 8627 QUINCY AV 
56H 5 3 J JONIE 2 8625 QUINCY AV ~-57H 5 3 NlA 2 8623 QUINCY AV .. 
58H 5 ) N4N 2 8621 QUINCY AY ,-59H 5 3 N7E 2 8615 QUINCY AV 
60H 5 ) N6G 2 8U3 QUINCY AV 
61M 5 3 N4N 2 8613 QUINCY AV ft 
6214 5 ) l31ElC 2 2371 E86TH ST .'J _ _ 
6314 s 3 ElA 2 2367 E86TH ST 
64M 5 3 132ElC 2 2361 E86TH ST 
65M s 3 ElA 2 2357 E86TH ST 
66M 5 3 l33ElC z Z351 E86TH ST 
67M 5 3 l34ElA 2X 2343 E86TH ST 
6814 5 3 ElC 2 2341 {86TH ST 
6914 5 3 135ElC 2 2337 E86TH ST 

) ~ 
95M 5 3 149E1A 2 2201 E86TH ST 
96H 5 3 150ElA 2 2187 E86TH ST 
9714 5 3 lSlElC 2 2119 E8bTH ST 
98M 5 3 ElA 2 2175 E86TH ST 
99H 5 3 15ZE1A 2 2165 E-86TH ST 

10014 5 3 ElE 2 2161 E86TH ST 
10114 5 3 153E1C ZV 215S E86TH SI 
10214 5 3 l54ElE ZV 2153 E86JH ST 

Figure 1. Dwelling unit inventory. 

LJUBLJANA DR. The human eye had detected, presumably, the double occurrence of 
the LJ combination, and the brain did not accept it. Either a typographical error had 
occurred or the keypunch machine had malfunctioned. It was decided to attempt to find 
the street name in a printed index to determine the correct spelling. Searching first 
in the L's and ignoring the invalid J, there was found a street in the Euclid area spelled 
exactly as found in the street name directory. LJUBLJANA DR was a valid (correctly 
spelled) street name. 

As a result of this speculative investigation, it was decided to assign to the staff 
those duties and functions best suited to the staff, and the computer would be required 
to perform those functions best suited to it. Therefore the computer would have to 
build a set of directories/dictionaries for searching purposes, would search the trip 
ends against these directories, and would assign the corresponding land-use code and 
block-number code to those trip ends found. The rejects would be separated so the 
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2161 ll lA 2168 

2175 lA lC 2174 

2179 lC lA 2178 

2205 lA ll 2182 

2207 ll lC 21ai. 

2211 lA lA 2188 . 
&I 

~ 
,. :a 

to 
(M 5/3) _,,.... - -_... 

1111 

2337 lC lC 2324 

2341 lC lC 2328 

2343 lA lC 2334 

2351 lC lC 2342 

~57 lA lA 2350 

2361 lC 

-' ~ J ~ ~ ~ 
lC 2360 

2367 lA lB 2368 
"" "' @ gj' ~ ~ [8 .-1 

2371 lC :8 :8 :8 :8 :8 lB 2370 

QUillCY AV. 

Figure 2. Illustration of Figure 1 data. 

staff could resolve them, indicate the type of correction to be made, or, if possible, 
which land-use code and block-number code to assign to the trip end and return them 
to the computer for correction and final processing. Once the areas of responsibility 
were defined, the next step was to obtain the necessary data in a form that the computer 
could efficiently process. Two sets of data were required: (a) a dwelling unit inventory 
to identify parcels and their land-use description, and (b) the home interview data in a 
form that would correspond to the directories. 

DWELLING UNIT INVENTORY 

The dwelling unit inventory is a list of all parcels in the· study area and includes 
such items as city (municipality), census tract, block number, house number, street 
name (direction, name, designation, orientation), land use, and, if applicable, one or 
more names associated with this address. This list was arranged in order of occur
rence (Fig. 1) as though an enumerator field-listed the parcels by walking around each 
block. Whenever an intersection was encountered, the names of the two intersecting 
streets were recorded with the predominant land use. From this basic set of data, 
there is adequate information to build four directories/dictionaries-street name, 
parcel (house number), place name, and intersection. 

Figure 2 is a partial illustration of the data listed in Figure 1. Both describe a 
block in Cleveland identified as census tract M-5 and block number 3 (M-5/3). Figure 3 
illustrates the relationship of block M-5/3 with respect to adjacent blocks, each having 
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Figure 3. Relationship of Figure 2 to adjacent blocks. 

a common face on Quincy Avenue. Quincy Avenue is used to illustrate the parcel 
(house number) dictionary {Fig. 7 ). 

HOME INTERVIEW DATA 

'19 

The home interview data (trip reports) were collected, using a reporting fa.rm sim
ilar in design to the ones normally used in 0-D studies (Fig. 4). The difference is noted 
in that the first origin is recorded for a person and from then on only the succeeding 
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I TRIP REPORT FOR PERSON NO. 
( "-&A81E READ IN8TftUCTION8 ON aACK COVE" J 

........ ISi 
RELATIONSHIP TO HEAD OF HOUS£Heu>&AQ OT//ov.slHtl/. SEX OF PERSON: 

'""""'"" D 

occuPAT10N O;~zcr C.e.<AI< DATE OF REPORTED TRIPS~VN'£ 7 M/DA~ 
MONTH DATE DAY OP' WEEK 

·, 
IF YOU DID NOT MAKE ANY "!:RIPS, CHECK HERE D 

HOU•IE No. ] •TllllEET NAM& I CITY o .. VILLAGE 

~ I ' 
~Rr;;:-;s i R. ' ! LJFV.F~ ~N.h Pv.r. Q. STARTED FROM /7/50 , AA.bGATF ./" TIME 

ii: ' ' •TAllllTIED .. I 

.. .,..Sr4p .10r W. 1~3d~r. THEN I ~-- ·- '"T-- C/IV~r/ Al't//") / .,,.,.,v~o I WENT TO 

' . " l : L.IE ... T 

2 THEN TO ~- ..... ....:-. •.1rS:rop --;0-, "- .<\.. l""L1:•v,;;t1 ,.,,£,_ / .. ,.,.1vo:o 

i ' " LE ... T I 

3 THEN TO /0/2. l f:'. £vc,J./n BvK. : CJ.¥VF"A/V.0 _/A .... IVIED . 
1\1. U/. ~C..t6'VE'.LAND " LIEP'T 

' ... THEN TO 27 1 pA?t:l~Prcr ..Nv1: /AR .. IVl:b 

··. 
I " l.ltP'T 

£. SrArr Sr. ' 
5 THEN TO 537 l PA/"1VF3Vht.~.G / .. ,.,.,v1:0 

I " LEP'T 
I 

6 THEN TO /7/50 BNHDGArF .Q,,-e. iC£rVF-"A'Nb /"""IVIED 

" LEP'T 

7 THEN TO 
/ARRIVED 

""-· L.Ef"T 

e THEN TO 
/A .. RIVED . " L.IEP'T 

• 
/A .... IVIED ' 9 THEN TO I 

I 

" LIEf"T 
I 
I 

/ARRIVED 
10 THEN TO 

I 

'\.. L.Ef"T 

(LIST ADDITIONAL TRIPS ON REVERSE SIDE) 

Figure 4. Home interview form. 
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destinations until all trips are accounted for. The trip reports were examined by the 
editing staff prior to keypunching. At this time, the editing staff classified the trip 
ends by type, in the following manner: 

Any addresses which were the same as the residence were coded as type H (approxi
mately 41 percent in Cleveland); place names were coded as type P; intersections were 
coded as type I; city names external to the study area were coded as type E; and all 
other addresses (house number and street name) were not coded, which resulted in a 
code of blank. 

Each line entry was punched onto a single card and included basic information re
garding the residence (city, census tract, block number, sample number, and serial 
number), the type of address (H, P, E, I, or blank), the address of the trip end, and 
other pertinent data (mode, purpose, time, etc.). The address field was used as a 
common field to accommodate any of the five types of addresses (see Fig. 5). Those 
trips classified as type H (home-based trip end) were punched by leaving the address 
field blank and only identifying the type as H. This reduced considerably the amount 
of keypunching. Also, any person who did not make any trips had only the Qrigin card 
punched containing person data (sex, occupation, industry. etc.) and a code indicating 
that no trips were made by this particular person. The remainder of this trip was left 
blank. A summary card containing basic information pertaining to the residence was 
punched and included city, census tract, block number, serial number (always 1), land 
use, number of call-backs, type of address, address of residence, number of persons, 
persons over 5 years of age, roomers, number of cars, number employed, and number 
of persons making no trips. Control punches were used for identification of three 
types of cards-A identified the dwelling unit summary, B identified a person and his 
trip origin, and C identified each of the trip destinations for this person. Each card 
was serialized to establish a sequential order. As can be seen from the listing of the 
home interview trip report (Fig. 5), a considerable amount of data was not keypunched. 
In the Cleveland 0-D study, three-quarters of a million cards (approximately 54. 0 per
cent) were classified as home-based (H) or no trip, which resulted in a considerable 
reduction in the amount of keypunching required 

After keypunching, the cards were recorded onto magnetic tape, edited, corrected, 
and recoded Then they were separated into groups by type of address so that the ex
ternal (type E) could be searched against the external directory; the intersections (type 
I) could be searched against the intersection directory; the place names (type P) could 
be searched against the place name directory; and the addresses (type blank) could be 
searched first against the street name directory and second against the parcel (house 
number) directory. The home-based (type H) and no-trip cards were combined and 
held aside. No searching was necessary for these cards since they related back to the 
residence which was recorded in the trip summary card. This resulted in 54 percent 
of the cards not having to be searched in any of the directories. 

BUILDING THE DIRECTORIES 

Prior to punching the dwelling unit inventory onto cards, it became apparent that 
there was sufficient duplication of land use from one parcel to the next to warrant a 
deletion of duplication. Actually what was necessary was the first (or last) address 
of a string of parcels with the same land use in any block. To reduce the volume of 
data, duplication was eliminated and an additional condition was stipulated-that the 
first and last parcel on a block face be the minimum requirement (see Fig. 11). This 
reduced volume of data was punched onto 384,000 cards. 

A summary of each block was punched onto a card (see card formats, Appendix A) 
containing identification and hand-summarized quantitative information such as city 
(municipality), census tract, block number, serial number, the names of the intersecting 
streets where the enumeration began, total number of parcels in the block, number of 
parcels in the sample, number of vacancies, and a distribution of types of refusals (in 
Cleveland the home interview was resident-respondent and was delivered and collected 
by the enumerator). The summary card was followed by detail cards, serially num
bered, which recorded the addresses, land use, andassociatedplacenamesoftheparcels 
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lCC 43 4 1281A4 6200 HEMINGWAY RD HAY 2 20220 A Trip Swmnary Record 
2CC 43 4 l281M4 HHJL 9TU H HAY 555A 0 ~ Home Based T 
3CC 43 4 1281 23555 EUCLID AV EUC 615A 330Pll 
4CC 43 4 1281 5112 EASTOVER RD LYN 400P 430Pl2 c 
sec 43 4 1281 15816 GROVE WOOD AV CLE 600P 800Pl2 C Person-1 

6CC 43 4 1281 6295 WILSONMILLS RD HAY 810P 820P22 g Horne Based ~ 7CC 43 4 1281 H MAY 825P 20 
B Home B:Lsed--l-710A 0 sec 43 4 12 B2FO WIJL 9TU H MAY 

9CC 43 4 1282 6295 WILSONMILLS RD HAY 715A 720Al2 c I 
lOCC 43· 4 1282 7828 WIRE AV CLE -800A 230P21 c Person-2 
llCC 43 4 1282 6700 GRANT AV CLE 235P 250P 11 c 
12cc 43 4 1282 E PITTSBURG PEN 300P 21 C External _J_ 

lCC 43- 8 2201Al 6823 GLENVIEW RD HAY 4 402~2 A 
2CC 43 8 2201Ml HHSE17TU H HAY 800A 0 B 
3CC 43 8 2201 6635 WILSONMILLS RD HAY 804A 925All C 
4CC 43 8 2201 H MAY 930Al030Al0 C 
sec 43 8 2201 6635 WILSONMILLS RD MAY1035All00All c 
6CC 43 8 2201 1345 MAYFIELD RD GAM1110Al205Pll C 
7CC 43 8 2201 H HAY1215Pl250Pl0 ~ 
ace 43 8 2201 I CHAGRIN RDMAYFIELD RDGAM 115P 150Pll c 
9CC 43 8 2201 E RUSSELL OHi 205P ~35Pll C 

lOCC 43 8 2201 H MAY 555P 645Pl0 C 
llCC 43 8 2201 6635 WI[S~NMI([~ RD MAY 650P 730Pll C 
12CC 43 8 2201 H MAY 735P 10 C 
l3CC 43 8 2202F9 WISE17TU1 B 
14CC 43 8 2203M) SOSE17TU H MAY 730A 0 B 
15CC 43 ~203 1123 SDMCENTER RD MOH 800A 300P85 C 
16CC 43 8 2203 H MAY 330P 80 C 
17CC 43 8 2204M9 soSE17TUl B 

Figure 5. Home interview trip report. 
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on each face of the block. Intersections were punched onto cards (see card formats) 
depicting the predominant land use and the two street names at the intersection. All 
of the cards describing a block were serially numbered to correspond to the sequence 
of occurrence. Maintaining this sequence, the cards were entered into the computer 
which was able to distinguish one block from another. Each block was assigned a 
unique number (internally generated) starting with one and continuing in increments of 
one until the last one was assigned. This number is referred to as the CTB number
a five-digit number which actually represents the eight-character census tract and 
block number identification. The computer then scanned all of the data for a block, 
examined street names, intersections, house number sequences (ascending or descend
ing), even and/or odd house number sequenices in order to identify each block face. 
Once these determinations were made, the records were written out in a more compact 
form with the majority of identification recoded numerically for compactness. Each 
individual record had a land-use recode and a CTB number attached to it. The detail 
records had an additional bit of information attached to them (an A or a D) which sig
nified whether the inventory of each block face was recorded in an ascending or de
scending order. This is essential in determining the appropriate land-use code to use 
in searching. 

sta~istics were accumulated for the various land uses on a block, census tract, city, 
county, and total level. From the summary records, enough data were available to 
summarize (by blocks) to the census tract level and compute an expansion factor. This 
was written out onto a separate reel of magnetic tape in the form of a table containing 
identification, e:Xpansion factor, and a correspondence table of CTB numbers and their 
equivalent census tract and block number. 

The census tract expansion factor was calculated to two decimal places in the fol
lowing manner: 

A - (C · A/B) 
F = B - (C + D~ + Dit + Ds + D4) 

where 

F = factor for census tract (xx.xx); 
A = number of parcels in the block; 
B = number of parcels in the sample; 
C = number of parcels vacant; 

D1 = number of refusals; 
Da = number of returns with no information; 
Da = number of no contact, no return; and 
D, = number of contacts with no return. 

At this point each record has a land-use recode and a CTB number attached to it, which 
is the identification needed to identify a trip end to the block level and the appropriate 
land use. These records were further processed in order to extract the information 
for four directories. As the data are passed through the computer, each record is ex
amined to determine what has to be extracted. The detail records are separated for 
use in the street name and parcel directories. If a place name appears on a detail 
record, it is written out for use in the place µame directory. All intersections are 
written out separately for use in the intersection directory. 

The detail records are arranged into sequence by street name and house number 
(house numbers in ascending order-all even nwnbers preceding the odd) grouped by 
city (municipality). As the file passes through ·the· computer, two directories are 
created-a street name directory and a detailed parcel directory. 

Street Name Directory 

The street name directory is a list of each street name, grouped by city and arranged 
in alphabetic order. Associated with each one is a unique street sequence number. This 
number (5 digits) is actually a recode (for brevity) and represents up to 25 characters 
allowed for the maximum street name length (Fig. 6 ). 
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Parcel (House Number) Dictionary 

The parcel dictionary (Fig. 7) is a list ofallhouse numbers for each individual street with
in a city (municipality). It is identified by the street sequence number instead of the actual 
street name. The house numbers are arranged in ascending order with the even house num
bers preceding the odd numbers. This actually represents the even side of a street for the 
complete length of its existence within a city followed by the odd side. Each house number 
has associated with it a land-use recode, a CTB number, and the A or D code (ascending or 
descending). 

Place Name Dictionary 

A place name dictionary (Fig. 8) is created by extracting any and all names associ
ated with an address from the dwelling unit inventory records. The corresponding 
land-use code and the CTB number is also picked up and associated with the place 
name. The place names are arranged in alphabetic sequence and grouped by city 
(municipality). 

CITY RECODE RUMBER 025 

CITY ABBREVIATION CLE 

(STREET llAMJ!i1 - - - - DESGN) (~) 

ABBEY AV 1 

ABELL AV 2 

ABBRDEEN AV 3 

ABil'IClroN RD 4 

ABIEWBITE AV 5 

AC KUY RD 6 

ADAMS AV 7 

~ ) \ 
CEDAR AV 301 

CBNTER ST 302 

r ) \ 
QUINCY AV 1424 

QUINN CT 1425 

~ \ ) 
WASHINGTON AV 1800 

WASHINO'l'ON BV 18ol 

~ ) \ 
B 86TH ST 2078 

E 87TH ST 2079 

~ ~ ) 
W LLOYD RD 23o8 

W SCHAAP RD 2309 

Figure 6. Street name dictionary (quick reference). 
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025-Cl.ev., l.424-Quincy Av. J 025 / l.424 

h 
CITY RECODE 1'UMB!R 025 

Number ot: tNen/ odd houae numbere ll I 28 CITY ABBREVIATIOll cu: 
86o4 6F A 
8606 6A A (PLACE lfAMK) (L.U.) (CTJ!I) 8612 J.C A 
8616 l.C A 

ll even 

~ I 
86J.8 4c A C'rB/f 4853 .ABllAR'.rSCHOOL 7A 5193 I . '· 

houae 8622 l.C A (M-5/8) 
numbers 8626 6E A A>EBICABSTE!DIIRB 2E 4266 

8628 7E A 
87o4 J.C A .ARTllJSEUM 7D 61.76 
8802 7E A 
8826 4K A JmlDAIRPORT 3F 3761 
8501. 41' D 
8503 7E D 

CT!l/f 4849 
C~OPKDISAIRPORT 3F 7394 

8507 4H D 
8513 4M D (M-5/4) CIETELANil'ZOO 8G 3533 
8605 l.G D 
86J.J. 4B D .BOPD1'SAIRPORT 31' 7394 
8613 41'1' D 
8615 7E D CTBI li8li8 

LAIEP'ROl'ITAIRPORT 31' 3761. 
8621. 4N D 
8623 1A D (M-5/3) MJNICIP.AISrADIUM BE 371.2 
8625 lE D 
86~ lG D llASA 2I 7394 

I . · .. 

~ I 
8703 6'1! D ) ) ~ 28 odd 8705 J.C D 

house 8707 6A D CT'B(f 4852 
numbers 8709 l.G D (M-5/7) RBID5TATX01' 3C 5221. 

87J.J. 4c D 
8717 l.G D ROSEBUILDilm 6'1! 3882 
8719 6A D 
88ol. 4E D STADIUM BE 371.2 
8803 4E D 
8805 lG D STllJICEHOSPl'? 7B 6309 
8809 6A D CT!l/f 4847 \ \ ~ 88U 6F D (M-5/2) 
8813 lE D 
8815 6A D tnnVERSITY HOSPITAL 7B 6239 
881.9 lH D 
8823 4D D VETERA:KSHOSPITAL 7B 61.66 

) \ ~ 
I •., 

zoo 8G 3533 
I 

Figure 7. Parcel (house number) dictionary. 

Figure 8. Place name dictionary. CXI 
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crrr RBCom: NUM111R 025 

crrr ABBRBVIATIOH cu: 

lST ST.~ 2D ST.SEQ/I (W) (CTJ!I) 

(CEDAR AV./E.86TH ST,) 301 2078 lA 4848 

(CEDAR AV./B.87'f!II. ST,) 301 2079 lA 4848 

(QUIRC?: AV./E.86TH ST.) 2078 1424 lA 4848 

(Q'UI?CY AV./E.87TH ST.) 2079 1424 lA 4848 

CUL m: SAC 

DEAD END STREET 

Figure 9. Intersection dictionary. 

Intersection Dictionary 

An intersection dictionary (Fig. 9) is created from all intersection records encoun
tered in traveling around eack block. Each of the two street names has its correspond
ing street sequence number associated with it. Therefore, the dictionary has two 
street sequence numbers arranged low to high instead of two street names and the 
predominant land use at the intersection with the CTB number. 

STA!rB ABBREV. AND COJIB AU - 01 

(CITY) (COU?l'l'Y) (CIT!) 

ABB!VILill 067 0010 

ALBERTY I LIB 095 0020 

AIEXANDER CITY 123 0030 

ALICEVIX.U: 107 oo4o 

) \ 
/ 

\ 
ARZ - 02 

AJO 019 0010 

AVONDAU: 013 0020 

r,_., 
BUFFALO 019 OOWJ 

Figure 10. External dictionary. 
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External Dictionary 

The external dictionary is a list of ail cities in the United States with a population 
of 2,500 or more arranged in alphabetic sequence by state (Fig. 10). Associated with 
each city is a nine-digit identification code (2-digit State code, 3-digit county code, and 
a 4-digit city code). This code structure is contained in the IBM publication "Numer
ical Code for States, Counties and Cities of the United States." The last digit of all city 
codes is a zero, which allows an additional nine entries to be added to the list. Since 
many external trip ends were to places within Ohio other than cities with a population 
of 2,500, an additional table was composed of over 5,000 entries such as resort areas, 
camps, parks and lakes. These entries were assigned last digit codes otlJ,er than zero 
which readily distinguish them from the original IBM list. 

lA - llOl. l.l.00 - 6D 

lA 

7A 

3C - fill. l.l.40 • 7A 

3C 

41' 

liG - ll.81. l.l.80 - 41' 

l.l.00 • 6D A 
l.l.20 l.l.40 - 7A A • 

ll.80 - 4F A 
l.l.Ol. - lA D • 
ll4l. - 3C ]) 

ll8l. - liG ]) 

A • 81 
D •Lo 

Figure 11. 1 llustration of directory searching. 
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DICTIONARY SEARCHES 

Those trip ends classified as addresses (type = blank) are searched against the street 
name directory and, if successful, are then searched against the parcel directory. 

The trip ends are grouped by city and searched against the street names for that 
city. If a match occurs, the street sequence number is inserted into the record. If a 
match does not occur, the trip end is written out onto a separate error tape and is sent 
to the staff for resolution. Those trip ends that matched are then arranged by street 
sequence number within each city and searched against the parcel directory. When a 
match occurs on city and street sequence number, the house number is examined to 
determine whether it is even or odd. If it is even, it is searched in the front of the 
directory. If it is odd, searching begins beyond the last even entry (Fig. 7). If an 
equal match occurs on house number, the land-use recode and CTB number are attached 
to the trip end record. If the house number falls between two house numbers in the 
dictionary, further examination is necessary. The CTB numbers of the two house num
bers are checked to see if they are the same; if so, it signifies that both are in the 
same block. If this is so, then the A/Dis examined to determine which land-use recode 
to use. If it is A, the.n the land-use recode of the lower house number is used. Con
versely if it were D, then the higher house number is used (Fig. 11). 

If the two CTB numbers were different, it would signify that the house number is be
tween two blocks (out in the intersection) which should be rejected as a not-found. Be
fore rejecting this record, another attempt is made to accept it. The house number 
hundreds range is examined to see if it is in the same range. If so, it uses the recodes 
of the house number with the same hundreds range. If both house numbers are in the 
same hundreds range, preference is shown to the low house number. Detailed counts 
are kept of the number of trip ends found and not found, and also for all of the variations 
as explained above. Those that are rejected are transmitted to the staff for resolution. 

Figure 11 illustrates a typical street enumerated in two different directions. The 
even side was recorded in ascending house number sequence and the odd in descending 
sequence. The brackets in both margins show the range of parcels with common land 
uses and the house number representing each particular group. The bottom of the 
figure illustrates the order of house numbers as they would appear in the parcel direc
tory. Two sample addresses (1120 and 1121) are used as examples for searching, and 
if reference is made to the physical arrangement of the blocks above, it can be seen 
that 1120 would be assigned the land-use code of the group represented by 1140 (the 
high address) and flagged by the asterisk (*). In the case of 1121, the low address is 
used and again flagged by an asterisk. To summarize, if an address falls between two 
addresses in the directory and they are coded A (ascending), use the high address. 
The converse is true for D (descending). 

Place Name Search 

Those trip ends to place names (type = P) are grouped by city and searched against 
the place name directory. Those that match exactly have the corresponding land-use 
recode and CTB number attached to the record. Those that are not matched are 
written out separately for transmittal to the staff for resolution. 

External Search 

Those trip ends to external cities {type = E) are grouped by state, city, and station 
of interview, and searched against the external directory. Those 'that are matched 
are recoded to the corresponding state, county, and city code and have a key code of 7 
inserted in an error position. Those that are not found are merely bypassed and noted 
by printing a copy of the error. This error list is transmitted to the staff for resolu
tion. The external directory has the added feature of allowing additional cities or var
iations of spellings of cities to be included. Multiple entries are allowed such as: 
WASHDC, WASHINGTONDC, etc. This enables a high rate of matching on subsequent 
searches. 
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Intersection Search 

Those trip ends to intersections (type = I) have to be grouped by city and searched 
against the street name directory in order to recode each of the two street names to 
their street sequence number. If this is successful then a search is made against the 
intersection directory to match the combination of two street sequence numbers to 
select the land-use recode and CTB number. Rejects from either search are trans
mitted to the staff for resolution. 

Visual Reference Material 

After the directories are built, each one is formatted and printed so the staff will have 
access to the same information the computer has been working with. They are supplied with 
the street name directory, the parcel directory, the place name directory, the intersection 
directory and a copy of the street name directory rearranged to show all of the cities a street 
name occurs in. A copy of "Numerical Code for States, Counties and Cities of the United 
States" and a listing of all popular places in the state are supplied for resolving trips to ex
ternal places. 

ERRORS AND CORRECTIONS 

When processing large volumes of data (more than a million), a moderate error 
rate of 10 percent becomes a staggering figure. If it is approached in a logical manner, 
advantage may be taken of certain conditions that occur. The errors were scanned to 
determine the most efficient procedure to rectify them. It was noticed that there were 
a significant number of cases where the reason for not matching entries in the directory 
was a difference in spelling of one or two characters. In other instances there was 
clustering-a recurrence of the same error due to a common misspelling or a missing 
entry of a popular place in the directory (e.g., Ford Motor Co. Assembly Plant). 

This prompted two things: (a) a general correction routine program and (b) an 
orderly arrangement of errors to ease the task of the staff . 

General Correction Routine 

When a minor error occurs, it is usually necessary to repunch the data in their 
entirety and also reflect the change (usually one or two characters). In punching a 
correction, it quite often occurs that an additional error is introduced in duplicating 
the original correct portion of the record. It was decided to develop a flexible correc
tion program which minimized keypunching, reflected only the change to be made with
out disturbing the correct portion of the record and would make a common change to 
more than one record from one correction card To avoid lengthy identification, it 
was decided to identify a record by number (relative position in a file). In order to 
conform with this condition, each record rejected in any of the searches was printed 
with its record number. As an example, assume that the only error in the 127th record 
was CENTRAL RD instead of CENTRAL AV and if the street designation (RD or AV) 
appeared in positions 57- 58 of the record, then the staff should be able to represent 
this in a punched card as C127, 57*AV*. This involves keypunching only 11 columns 
of the correction card instead of repunching the entire record. Translated it reads: 
change (C) the 127th record (127) of this file and place in position 57 whatever is found 
between the two asterisks (*). The comma separates the record number from the 
starting position number. Using the same example, this time let us assume that the 
same error exists in .75 consecutive records. This same correction can be laced for
ward by the following correction card: C127/201,57*AV*. This involves keypunching 
only 15 columns of the card and translated reads: change (C) starting with the 127th 
record (127) through and including (/)the 201st record (201) by inserting, starting in 
the 57th position (57) of the record whateve·r is included between the two asterisks (* ). 
This program was found to be quite simple to use, flexible, and extremely easy to com
prehend by the staff. 
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Orderly Arrangement of Errors 

A very simple technique was employed in many instances to sequence the errors 
(depending on type of search) to group duplication. The staff had only to resolve the 
first case and then carry the same correction forward for as many times as it occurred, 
resulting in the keypunching of only one card for each group of duplicates. Although the 
errors encountered in processing the Cleveland data were numerous, it was surprising 
how fast and efficiently the staff resolved them. 

Additional techniques also evolved. In the case of addresses where the street name 
could not be found, the staff had to find the street name in order to assign the street 
sequence number, but as time went on they were able to assign directly to the land-use 
code and CTB number. In these cases a code of 2 or 3 was recorded in a key position 
of each record which the search programs interrogated. Code 2 informs the street 
name search to bypass this record-it is already coded to street sequence number. 
Code 3 informs both the street name search and the parcel search to bypass this record. 
A code 7 was used similarly in the external search to indicate that the particular record 
had been found. 

Post-Searching 

After all of the trip ends are searched and found and/or resolved, the summary 
records have the expansion factor inserted into each record, and the original file is 
reestablished by putting it back into sequence, representing each individual interview 
form. The next step is to create standard trip cards. A table is supplied by the staff 
indicating the zone number each CTB number is to be assigned to. This table, with the 
file, is passed through the computer which creates a number 1 card (dwelling unit sum
mary) from the trip summary record and inserts the appropriate zone number for the 
CTB number in the record. Both are retaineq. From then on, each person in the in
terview has his trips developed into n~mber 2 trip cards with the expansion factor 
carried forward from the summary record and CTB numbers converted to zone. Again, 
both (CTB numbers and zones) are retained. Since each record contains only one trip 
end, each pair of records is held in order to create one trip card. That is, the first 
and second trip end records will create the first trip card. Then, the second and third 
trip end records create the second and so on. Had the trip end been a type H (home
based), the land-use recode, CTB number, zone and the expansion factor would be 
picked up from the summary record 

Comparability /Flexibility 

Hit is desired to compare this survey to a preceding one, all that is necessary is 
to repeat the trip card creation procedure and substitute a table that indicates to which 
zones (previous) the CTB numbers are to be assigned. The same applies if it is neces
sary to evaluate more than one zone configuration of the study area. 

These procedures are quite flexible in that the external, truck, and taxi surveys can 
be combined with the internal survey after each is split by type of address. These 
combined groupings can be searched and corrected in one pass through the procedures 
instead of four individual ones. They can then be separated into their original survey 
groupings. 

Subsequent Use of Directories 

The initial cost and effort to build a set of directories is a one-time occurrence. 
For subsequent use, all that is necessary is to reflect the changes that have occurred 
during the elapsed time. Procedures for updating the directories are available. 

This battery of computer programs was written for the IBM 1401 and the IBM 
7090/94 under the IBSYS monitor. This monitor afforded two distinct adv;mtages in 
the input/output areas (IOCS). Most of the data files were multireel, the largest being 
contained on 10 reels of magnetic tape eve111 at a density of 800 characters per inch. 
Each file was labeled for identification, and each reel within a file had a reel sequence 
number automatically recorded on it. Internally, computer memory is buffered (by the 
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Figure 12. Remote operation utilizing 
teleprocessing equipment. 
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monitor) so that once a reel of tape was 
set into motion (reading or writing) it did 
not stop, since there was adequate room 
to receive the data. As each piece of data 
was processed, its buffer area was re
leased and made available again to incom
in~ data. As a result of this buffering, 
the majority of the programs operate at 
tape speed (6 to 8 minutes per full reel of 
tape). 

REMOTE OPERATION 

The majority of the large computer 
facilities are concentrated in the major 
metropolitan areas. This has the tendency 
of creating a hardship on many potential 
users since there is usually a breakdown 
in long distance communications, or an 
additional burden of expense and time is 
incurred in sending a staff to a distant 
installation to oversee processing. 

During the development of these pro
cedures, teleprocessing equipment be
came commercially available between the 
Washington, D. C., area and a compqter 

facility in New York City (Fig. 12). With this equipment, it was possible to transmit 
over leased telephone lines information (programs and data) between the two cities in 
a relatively short period of time. One reel of magnetic tape can be transmitted in 
10-45 minutes depending on the length of tape records and the quantity. 

It was decided to investigate the use of this equipment to determine if it would be 
feasible for isolated users. Many technical problems were encountered in the begin
ning, but as time progressed the transmission of data between the two cities evolved 
into a rather smooth operation. The most sensitive area of difficulty was narrowed 
down to the highly critical alignment of the tape unit read/write heads between instal
lations. The best insurance was found to be in maintaining adequate backup of data 
transmitted in the form of a duplicate copy of the data on another reel of magnetic tape. 
If data were properly transmitted, received, and processed, then the backup copy could 
be released. If not, then lost time was minimized since an additional copy of the data 
was readily available. The end result was a saving in man-hours on the part of the 
staff, several operations were proceeding simultaneously, and the staff was better able 
to utilize its time for other functions. 

ACCURACY OF SEARCHING 

The accuracy of the searches was verified by randomly spot checking records that 
were found to insure that the correct land-use code and CTB number were recorded, 
and also the errors were similarly verified by checking that there was no match for 
them in the directories. An exact match is necessary for a record to be considered 
as found. A difference of one character in spelling is enough for a rejection (VERMIL
LION vs VERMILION). The results of searching are dependent upon the accuracy and 
completeness of the directories. 

In the Cleveland survey, which was resident respondent, the home interview forms 
were delivered to the dwelling units by the enumerator at the time the field listing was 
recorded One of the ground rules was that the address of the dwelling unit had to be 
recorded on the field listing and identified by a sample number. When the home inter
view trip reports were received, punched onto cards, and separated by types of address, 
the dwelling unit summaries were held aside and searched separately as the first 
search operation. This was done for two reasons. First, the volume was low (approxi-
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Figure 13. Relationship of dollar costs to 
card volume. 

mately 10 percent), and second, the results 
of the search would indicate the level of 
accuracy of the street name and parcel 
directories at the earliest stage of over
all processing. 

ACCEPTANCE 

As of this writing, these procedures 
have been successfully used to process the 
0-D survey data for Cleveland, Akron, 
Columbus, and Cincinnati in Ohio and 
Louisville, Kentucky. Four additional 
Ohio cities (Toledo, Lima, Springfield, 
and Zanesville) are in process. The State 
of Ohio has also collected data for Steuben
ville and Canton to be processed in the 
same manner. 

PERFORMANCE OF SEARCHING 

By examining the bar charts depicting the results of searching (Appendix B), it can 
be concluded that, in general, the larger the volume of records, the better the match 
rate. The lowest match rate occurred in searching intersections. This was due to 
the fact that the intersection directory was insufficient to be representative of the study 
area. 

Intersections also constitute the major problem area of these procedures. If the 
search finds an intersection, there are up to four entries in the directory, representing 
the four corners, each having a different CTB number. Which of the four should be 
assigned to the trip end? If you select randomly, you have one chance in four of being 
correct, but how representative is the land use at that corner to the actual land use at 
the terminal end of the trip? Isn't it true that, if a trip ends at an intersection, the 
actual terminal end is more probably in the middle of the block with some other land 
use? Possibly, one alternative would be to assign a miscellaneous land-use code for 
trip ends to intersections. In this set of procedures, the first intersection encountered 
in the directory was used. It was realized (too late during the development of this 
battery of programs) that the intersections were not required in the field listing of the 
inventory data. Since each block could be isolated, then intersections could be generated 
(in the computer) at the recognition of change in street names as the block periphery 
was scanned It is true that this would generate four times the number of actual inter
sections, but duplication could be removed The total number of actual intersections 
can be estimated by the equation 

r:I = C [ 1.99 + (E B)Y1]2 
where 

I = total number of intersections; 
C = squareness (shape) of the study area, ranging from 1. 000 (for square) to 1. 969 

(for maximum elongation); and 
B = total number of blocks. 

COST COMPARISONS 

The cost to manually code trips is $1.17 per home interview or 20. 6 cents per trip 
if a trip rate of 5. 7 trips per household, as experienced in the Cleveland survey, is used. 
The figures of $1.17 and 20. 6 cents are averages based on data for 10 studies in the 
Missouri, Texas, and Arizona areas ranging over the years 1958-1964. To manually 
code the 143,496 home interviews in the Cleveland survey would cost approximately 
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$167 ,000. The computer method costs 
less than $35,000 at a rate of 3.1 cents 
per trip. This figure can be misleading 
if other factors are not taken into con
sideration. A ratio of travel cards to 
directory cards of four to one seems t.o 
be ideal, as experienced in processing 
eight cities in Ohio. One city, Cincinnati, 
had a one-to-two ratio, and the cost was 
7.2 cents per trip. The average cost for 
eight cities in Ohio was 7. 0 cents per trip. 
At this time, it appears that the cost of 
producing the directories is a relatively 
expensive item. 

In order to compensate for this expense, 
a proportional number of trips must be 
searched to reduce the unit cost. Person

nel costs average to about 23 percent of total cost with a range of 18-31 percent for the 
eight cities. The condition (accuracy) of the input data is by far the most influential 
factor affecting total cost. Processing time is currently 15-16 weeks for a study area. 

Considerations 

In processing the data for the Cleveland survey, there were 1,668,199 trip end rec
ords searched for all four surveys (internal, external, truck and taxi). The total error 
rate (for all four surveys} was 10. 7 percent or 178,619 trip ends not found. In resolving 
these errors, it only required approximately 15,000 cards to make these corrections, 
which is 1 percent of the total trip ends searched 

Figure 13 shows the relationship of total dollar costs to total card volume (travel and 
directory) for eight Ohio cities, indicated by the solid line. Three cases are atypical
Akron, Cincinnati, and Columbus. These costs were unusually high because they were 
the first cities to use the method, and the procedures required a learning process and 
some minor modifications. The dashed line is a smoothed fit to adjust to a more uni
form representation. Toledo, which lies well below the line, illustrates a case where 
the data were exceptionally clean, and no problems were encowitered with the programs 
and operations. Using the adjusted cost curve, the cost per trip is shown in Figure 14 
and ranges from 2. 7 cents to 13. 3 cents. The points represent the same eight cities 
from Figure 13. 

CONCLUSIONS 

It is the opinion of the author that these procedures are a step in the right direction 
of utilizing the capabilities of electronic computers to assist traffic engineers and urban 
planners in coping with an ever-increasing task. The logic of the procedures is quite 
sound, but there is definitely room for improvement. With the advent of newer, faster, 
larger, and more economical computers, it is planned to convert these procedures to the 
new generation of machines, incorporating many improvements and efficiencies that 
were realized during and after the initial development. 

The restraining bonds which have hampered all concerned in the past seem to be 
loosening. The computer will allow much larger volumes of data to be analyzed than 
before, which should reflect a larger sample, larger study area, or both. The staffing 
requirements are less although they will have to be of a higher caliber. Remote opera
tion is now feasible with a minimum of delay and encumbrance and allows several 
studies to be conducted by the same staff concurrently. 

The retention of microscopic identliication (at the block level) adds a tremendous 
amount of flexibility and utility to the data. A definite breakthrough has been experi
enced in the area of resolving and correcting errors. The point has been reached 
where we are now able to process accurately larger volumes of data, faster, at a lower 
cost, and still maintain a tight control. 
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In many areas, assessors' records are rapidly becoming mechanized These records 
contain a wealth of information, the least of which is sufficient to provide the basic 
elements of the search directories. If these records were combined with utility billing 
records which contain telephone numbers, names, addresses, and zip codes, the result 
would be a master file from which the search directories could be constructed, and 
also a sample could be selected and established as a separate file. The sample file 
could be used to print mailing labels, and the interview forms could be delivered and 
returned by the post office. Returns could be matched against the sample file to ac
count for reporting and nonreporting. Periodically, the nonreporters could be listed 
from the sample file for follow-up. If a phone number is available in a nonreported 
record, the follow-up could be handled by telephone. If a telephone number is not 
available, then the follow-up could be handled first by mailing another interview form 
and second by a personal visit. All returns could be checked against the sample file 
to maintain control and account for all samples selected. 

An operation of this type, including the printing of labels, is quite feasible with the 
computer equipment available today. It would minimize the time and expense involved 
in obtaining the home interview and a consistent field listing of the parcels and their 
land uses. 
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Appendix B 
SEARCH PERFORMANCE 
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Figure 16. Distribution of trip ends by 
type, internal survey • 
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figure 18. Trip ends to addresses (house number 
and street name), internal survey. 
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Figure \7. Trip summary records (house number 
and street name), internal survey. 
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Figure 19. Trip end to external cities, internal 
survey. 
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Figure 20. Trip end to place name, internal 
survey. 
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Figure 21. Trip end to intersection, internal 
survey. 
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Figure 24. Trip ends to external cities (state ond 
city), external, truck and taxi surveys combined. 
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and taxi surveys combined. 
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FLOW CHARTS 
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Discussion 
F. E. COLEMAN, Highway Associate Engineer, Connecticut Highway Deparbnent-Be
fore discussing Mr. Nucci's paper, I woUld like to comment in general abOut this con
cept. We in Connecticut developed and successfully used a form of this type of auto
mation in 1964. At that time, we were not aware that this was to be a forerunner of a 
far more detailed program involving the use of the basic methodology by the U.S. Bureau 
of the Census. I am certain those involved in urban transportation studies at least are 
aware of the methodology to be employed by the Bureau but for those that aren't I would 
like to mention a few highlights. 

The Census of 197 0 is going to be carried out through the use of the mail, in all 
urbanized areas that have city mail delivery. This does not preclude having a mail-
out in some rural areas. In fact, I understand they are considering, for instance, doing 
the entire State of Connecticut as a mail-out. With this type of survey they will code 
the statistical information to the block face, which means that census data can be ob
tained at a much finer detail than in the past. What does this have to do with computer 
zone coding? Just this: the Census is going to establish master files which will identify 
each individual block in urban areas and will then match the individual census return 
to its appropriate block. There are considerably more "goodies" to be obtained than 
I have alluded to; however, I first wanted to demonstrate the emergence of this type of 
approach as acceptable and reasonable as well as saving time and costs. 

Since the Connecticut Highway Department has used this method extensively for all 
of its recent surveys for transportation purposes, it is obvious that we feel this is a 
highly recommendable approach. I think that the work that the Bureau has done, and I 
assume the Ohio Highway Department, is a further step in hardening and extending the 
process. However, a few things were not clear to me from the paper and this could be 
my fault. With this in mind, I felt that to automatically account for some coding, spell
ing, and interview errors would have added that much more to the process and would 
eliminate some of the tedious hand-coding. We developed this type of approach for our 
use. 

Again, I am not sure of the reasoning behind the use of the different dictionaries 
which I assume are on different tapes. It would seem that if they were made one, a 
time savings would result. Possibly the extensiveness of these dictionaries necessitated 
this type of approach. 

We experienced quite a bit of trouble with the substitution of "street" for "avenue," 
etc., in the recording of the address. Extensive tests were made to find a way of elim
inating the common inaccuracies in recording interviewed trips. We found by reducing 
the trip end address and the dictionary from 12 positions to 9 positions and then running 
the rejects from the 12-position match, that 25 percent of the rejects would be zone 
coded. The computer program was written to eliminate any zone coding errors, for 
example, if a town had Washington Street and Washington Avenue in two different zones, 
a 9-position match would not assign a zone number to Washington at all. This then 
would have to be hand-coded 

I disagree wholeheartedly with the author's conclusion that this type of approach can 
reflect a larger sample. For instance, in the home interview the coding is not the great 
cost, it is the field collection, and I feel, especially in urbanized studies, that the data 
collection can get out of hand and the money spent is not commensurate with the use of 
the additional data. 

All in all, I felt that the author has made a definite contribution. 

JOSEPH M. MANNING, Planning Project Director, Massachusetts Department of Public 
Works-Many have watched with interest this computer coding of 0-D trip ends for the 
Cleveland Study. The results in accuracy, speed and cost reported here clearly show 
the computer coding approach is superior to manual coding in this case. However, 
there are significant aspects of this approach which are buried in the paper, due to the 
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multitude of objectives it ambitiously attempts (and achieves on the whole), and an im
portant happening which the paper ignores. 

This discussion is not meant to be critical of Mr. Nucci's paper; rather it is an 
attempt to select a few elements in the paper which I consider especially significant 
and to discuss them. The first aspect! consider significant is the amount of use or num
ber of trips to be coded that decrees the approach, i.e., computer or manual coding. 
For example, in the Tri-state (New York) area, where a 1 percent (vs 25 percent in 
Cleveland) home interview sample was used, a significant majority of the block sides 
in a computer coding directory would never be used. So the Tri-State Study did not 
develop area-wide coding guides; rather the coding was done by manual methods. 

This resulted in a unit cost of coding a trip end that was higher than Cleveland. But 
how much higher would it have been if computer coding directories were prepared for 
about 10 times as many addresses as Cleveland and with only about one-fourth of the 
trip ends to code? Maybe 40 times the unit cost of the Cleveland study! There are, 
then, certain primary questions which have to be asked: 

1. How much will it cost to prepare coding directories (a) for manual coding (these 
may be maps), and (b) for computer coding? 

2. How much will it cost to code the 0-D data from these directories (a) for manual 
coding, and (b) for computer coding? 

3. Which of these approaches is more economical? 

The second significant aspect I would like to discuss is the preparation of the 0-D 
trip end for computer coding. Here is the tie-in between the coding directory and the 
trip end The computer demands an exact match between a trip end address and a 
directory entry. If no match occurs because of address miscoding, the trip has to be 
manually coded or corrected. If too many mismatches occur, it might have been more 
economical to manually code the whole 0-D su.rvey. This means that the trip end cod
i.ng of addresses has to be exactly the same format and of very high quality. 

Another significant aspect, I feel, is the use of the IBM 7090 computer to perform 
this coding task. Since the actual coding operation is an item-by-item comparison of 
0-D addresses vs a coding directory (both in the same sort}, then the amount of com
puter working space needed is quite small. 

This being the case, a smaller computer could have been used, even if it might be 
slightly more expensive on an information-unit-processed basis. Employing a smaller, 
more popular computer, such as an IBM 1401, would mean that the programs could be 
much more widely used. So, for the rewriting of the programs, consideration might be 
given to utilizing a smaller, more popular computer. 

The happening, which the paper ignores, is the 1970 U. S. Census. It is to be a mail 
census with the geographic information coded to individual block faces for urban areas. 
This block face coding will be done using computer coding directories, almost exactly 
like those used in the Cleveland Study. This means that coding guides for each urban 
area will be available by 1970. Since the major cost in computer coding is the com
pilation of coding directories, this is a significant happening. Of course, it means 
that any 0-D study will only need to be designed with these coding guides in mind and 
computer coding could well become the rule, rather than the exception. 

HUBERT P. NUCCI, Closure-Mr. Coleman mentioned the automatic accounting of 
errors and comparing on a field reduced from 12 positions to 9. Anything other than 
an exact match is in the realm of speculation. It would still be subject to human re
view. This is the area where human judgment is far superior to the computer. There 
are techniques, such as soundex, which the Bureau of the Census is investigating, but 
much more research and b'1vestigation are required before any conclusions can be 
drawn as to their utility. This obviously is the next area of intensive investigation. 

Mr. Coleman disagreed with my remark that this approach could reflect a larger 
sample. In many instances we accept a compromise sample size due to cost, time, 
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volume, and processing limitations. If this is the case, the economies from this phase 
could be reflected elsewhere, such as a larger sample size if it applies. 

Mr. Manning mentioned that the majority of block sides were never used. This is 
true, and I agree with him. But to my knowledge, there is no way of determining be
forehand which blocks to include and which ones not to include in the directories. 

Mr. Manning then questions the cost for directories ten times as large as those in 
the Cleveland area and the cost to code 0-D trips. The cost to build the directories in 
Cleveland was of the order of $10,000 for a quarter of a million entries, and it was 
shown in Figure 14 that as the volume of trips increased, the unit cost declined For 
a large area such as New York City, there are techniques to compress enormous files 
to a manageable size. One method is the removal of duplication, such as in the sub
urbs, resulting in house number ranges instead of every item of data being present. 

Mr. Manning said that if too many mismatches occur, it might be more economical 
to manually code the whole 0-D survey. It was just shown that in Cleveland the error 
rate was of the order of 10 percent. In the other study areas, the error rate was even 
lower. The controlling factor is the quality of the search directories. If a high error 
rate should occur, say as high as 25 percent, remember that the other 7 5 percent was 
coded at one-tenth the manual cost. 

Mr. Manning questions the choice of computers-the IBM 7090 vs the IBM 1401. 
True, the 1401 is more popular and readily available, but two factors alone rule out 
the small computer-speed and cost. Both would be prohibitive on the 1401. Com
mercially, the 7090 is 7 times more expensive, but internally, it is more than 30 times 
faster. The greater capacity of the 7090 allowed a very efficient organization of the 
directories which lent themselves to binary searching. 

To sort on the 1401 is inefficient, slow, and costly. Recovery is another factor. When
ever you have a bad run, be it a sort, bad tape, or some other situation, you can re
establish yourself in minimum time on the 7090. The 1401 is an interlocked, unbuffered 
machine, which means you can only do one operation at a time. The 7090 is buffered, 
which allows input/output operations of data to be performed while, internally, searching 
is going on. 

When we rewrite this battery' of programs for the new generation of computers, it 
will function on a wide range of models, thereby eliminating this old argument of large 
computers vs small computers. 

Both Mr. Coleman and Mr. Manning mentioned that the 1970 Census will use tech
niques similar to these to code their census returns. When they become available, 
they should further enhance these procedures. We have worked very closely with the 
Bureau of the Census for over three years on details of these problems, and we still 
have some items to resolve. For example, the primary search argument of the Census 
directories is postal zip code, which we feel would be difficult to obtain in a survey. 
Without the zip code in the trip end, it might evolve into a less efficient operation. 
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